
The new platform for 
Swiss laboratory

 requirements Save time 
and money

Find the ideal supplier for your Lab



ABOUT LABFINDER 

Searching for suitable suppliers for the different needs is often difficult and time consuming. 
If suppliers were found, they have to be contacted and requested in different ways, individually.

Find the suppliers who can deliver the product and brand you are looking for with just a few clicks 
and contact your favorites in one single step via LabFinder. 

Save time and money. 

Get in touch with a variety of suppliers for information, advice or quotes.

It would be great if something like that would exist…
...Thus began the idea, which successfully led to www.LabFinder.ch. 

LabFinder now offers you a simple and free charge solution



 ■ Save a lot of time and money

 ■ Find a variety of suppliers and contact them directly via LabFinder

 ■ Compare offers and solutions with just one single request

 ■ Receive different recommendations from suppliers and experts free of charge

 ■ Find the most important contact details and information

 ■ Keep yourself informed about special offers and promotions, centrally on one platform

 ■ LabFinder is available in German, English and French

Why it is worth it for you,
to use LabFinder

Compare offers of multiple suppliers without additional effort.

Find and use the best price-performance ratio and so reduce your costs.

Select the supplier and partner, which suits best to your individual needs. 

Get advice from various experts and optimize your process.

Obtain several opinions and decide on the best solution.

Procurement - Purchasing:

Researchers and Lab assistants:



LabFinder offers you:

1. That’s how it works ….

Evaluate and contact suppliers and experts in a single step.
Optimize your process free of charge with LabFinder.

More than 240 Suppliers

Above 300 Product Categories 

1800 Brands

Don’t waste time and money, compare offers and solutions without an 
additional effort

Enter product Identify & select suppliers write & send request

Get back to workCompare offers 
and solutions

Find the best supplier 
for your needs



2. Find running promotions

3. Contact details and information about the suppliers

Inform yourself continuously about running promotions centrally on LabFinder.

Find detailed information about the suppliers.
Get in contact directly via LabFinder.

Address 

Telephone number 

Fax number 

Link to webpage  

About the supplier



CONTACT US

LabFinder GmbH 
Heiligholzstrasse 77
CH - 4142 Münchenstein

www.LabFinder.ch
info@labfinder.ch

You support LabFinder by using the new platform.
If you have any suggestions or wishes, please let us know.
LabFinder would like to develop further according to your needs.


